Formed in Leicester in the summer of 2011, these female fronted
teenage rockers punch well above their age and weight. Driven to
produce rock that resonates with their generation, they combine
crunching guitars and lead riffs with subtle timing shifts. Check out the
songs Scarred and Nothing Left To Say and then the ballad Bring Back
Tomorrow. Their songs have structure and meaning, clever hooks and
melodies that although targeted at a young rock audience, cross over all
generations that appreciate classic rock and metal.
Raw, real, and full of power and heart, their album “Young & Wasted”
stands as evidence that rock ‘n’ roll is more alive than ever and still
doesn’t need digital effects to pack a punch. With artistic influences a
mixing bowl of metal and hard-rock, including Iron Maiden, Rush, Alter
Bridge, Paramore, Metallica, Rise Against, Queen, and Megadeth.
Rather than mashing these together to produce a gray amalgam,
FourPointOh have clarified the root similarities with a result that recalls
the definitive garage-metal sound of the 1980s and early ’90s.
FourPointOh have gained substantial local recognition amongst promoters’ media and fans. They appeared at
Glastonbudget, Cosby Big Love and Oxjam festivals in 2013, were finalists in the East Midlands “I Wanna Be A Rockstar”
and previously won the Festival Of Rock Battle of the Bands where they dominated the main stage at the 02 Academy
Leicester. Having completed more than 50 live performances over two years full of hard work this band just has to be
seen. With Rob and Lorenzo trading riffs and licks, this impressive twin-lead dynamic is under-pinned by driving bass and
drums for an energized crowd-pleasing show! The launch of their eleven track album Young & Wasted and a storming
album launch party kicked 2014 off in style. Their website www.fourpointoh.info has all the gig dates, photos and music.
(L-R) Robert Fulton-Hamilton (born December 1995) an eccentric guitarist that doesn’t shy away from the limelight, quiet
off stage, in your face when he’s on! His influences come from Iron Maiden, Metallica, Guns and Roses and Bullet For My
Valentine.
Becky Woolman (born May 1996) lead vocals and bass guitar, her
influences come from My Chemical Romance, Alter Bridge, Rise
Against, Paramore, Avenged Sevenfold and she’s been known to
listen to Queen and Stevie Wonder too!
Lorenzo Morandi (born November 1996) is a talented and
expressive guitarist influenced by Periphery, Queen, Pantera and
Megadeth.
Oliver “Oli” Frost (born August 1996) started hitting the drums
when he could first reach them, aged just 11! With Iron Maiden
(Nicko McBrain) and Rush (Neil Peart) as significant influences, he
also listens to Alter Bridge, Rise Against, and As I lay Dying.
FourPointOh can be reached by email via theband@fourpointoh.info and at www.fourpointoh.info

